References and Additional Notes for the sculptor biographies

The following pages provide a complete set of references used when researching the book. Text is red gives additional information that could not, for reasons of length, be incorporated into the sculptor entries.

Abbreviations:

TNA: The National Archives.

Baldassare Artima

Rowell, C., Scagliola by Baldassare Artima Romanus at Ham House and Elsewhere in Ham House – 400 Years of Collecting and Patronage (New Haven and London, 2013).

John Bacon the Elder


John Bacon the Younger


Samuel Baldwin


Stephen Baldwin


Thomas Banks
Thomas Bertie


Francis Bird


Sir Joseph Edgar Boehm


Henry Boughton


William Burges


Balthasar Burman


Thomas Burman


John Bushnell

William Byrd (or Bird)

Thomas Carter the Younger.

Thomas Cartwright the Elder

Diacinto Cawcy

Samuel Chandler

Notes:
The workhouse and tablet can be seen at: www.workhouses.org.uk/WestHam/
The inscription says:
THIS HOUSE ERECTED
An. Dom. MDCCXXX
if any would not work
neither Should be eat

Sir Francis Leggatt Chantrey
Sir Henry Cheere, 1st Baronet


John and Matthias Christmas


Eleanor Coade


Caius Gabriel Cibber


Maximilian Colt


Aristodemo Costoli


Elizabeth Creed

Robert Coxe (or Cocke)
Bayliss, J. Email correspondence, November 2021.
Morris, R. K., "'I was never more in love with an olde howse nor never newe worke coulde be better bestowed': The Earl of Leicester's remodelling of Kenilworth Castle for Queen Elizabeth I," in *The Antiquaries Journal*, Volume 89 (2009), pp. 241-305 and Fig. 28.

Stephen Cox

Richard Crutcher the Elder

Cornelius Cure

John Devall the Younger

Filippo della Valle

Thomas Earp

Epiphanius Evesham
Fisher family of York.

Adrian Fisher

BBC News Website: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-39998551 (accessed 2021/06/02).

John Flaxman


James Forsyth


Sir George Frampton


Samuel and Thomas Franceys


Grinling Gibbons


**Ferdinando Fuga**


**Gawthorp & Sons**


**John Gibson**


**Sir Alfred Gilbert**


**John Gildon**


**Lady Feodora Gleichen**


**(Arthur) Eric Rowton Gill**

Joseph Gott

Thomas Green

Giovanni Battista Guelfi

Hugh Hall

Walter Hancocks (Hancox).

Richard Hayward

Jasper (or Joseph) Hollemans.

Christopher Horsnail the Elder

Nathaniel Ireson
Garret Johnson (Janssen) the Elder


Nicholas Johnson


Josephus John Pinnix Kendrick


Felix Joubert

The Times (21 May 1977).

Jasper Latham


John Graham Lough


Bertram Mackennal

Edward Marshall

Joshua Marshall

William Calder Marshall

Matthews & Sons

Raffaelle Monti

Humphrey Moyer

Alfred Munnings
Alexander Munro


Joseph Nollekens


John Nost (van Ost) the Elder


Richard Parker


William Palmer


Karl Bergemann Parsons


Edward Poynton

Thomas Farnolls Pritchard


Arnold Quellin (Artus Quellinus III)


Nicholas Read.


Charles Regnart.


Sir William Blake Richmond.


Louis-François Roubiliac


(John) Michael Rysbrack

Melchior Salaboss


Peter Gaspar Scheemakers


John Schorman


Edward Stanton


William Stanton


Thomas Stayner the Elder


John Stone

Nicholas Stone


Sir Robert Taylor


(Thomas) Waldo Story


Sir (William) Hamo Thornycroft


Mary Thornycroft


Cecil Thomas


William Tyler


Thomas Thorpe
Peter Mathias van Gelder


Waller Studio – John Green Waller and Lionel Askew Bedingfield Waller.


George Wade


White Watson


Musgrave Lewthwaite Watson


George Frederick Watts


Richard Westmacott the Younger

Wellar Workshop.


Richard Westmacott the Elder


Sir Richard Westmacott


John Weston


William Woodman the Elder


Notes:

The Biographical Dictionary lavishes praise upon Woodman for the Newhaven monument at Drayton Beauchamp: ‘one of the most outstanding monuments in England’. I beg to differ, in particular because Ingrid Roscoe contradicts herself in the revised Dictionary. She says it’s Woodman’s ‘acknowledged masterpiece’ before going on to say Lord Newhaven is ‘stiff’ but Lady Newhaven was ‘carved with extraordinary skill’. Then it is revealed that her figure was probably added later and, as Woodman was dead, it was most likely made by Henry Cheere!

William Wright


Robert Wynne


Rory Young


Personal communications from Rory Young, March 2021.
